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 NYC elite escorts agency ⚜️ VIP Manhattan escorts
     [image: NYC VIP escorts model Camilla, elite international GFE & image model ] 
 Age: 22 y.o.
Height: 170 cm
Weight: 48 kg
Bust: 88
Waist: 60
Hips: 90



Camilla
New York


    [image: New York dinner companion Rachel, elite female companion] 
 Age: 23 y.o.
Height: 172 cm
Weight: 50 kg
Bust: 88
Waist: 60
Hips: 88



Rachel
New York


    [image: Elite New York escort Lara, upscale female companion] 
 Age: 23 y.o.
Height: 170 cm
Weight: 48 kg
Bust: 88
Waist: 60
Hips: 87



Lara
New York


    [image: VIP escort model Alina, NY elite dinner companion] 
 Age: 22 y.o.
Height: 173 cm
Weight: 48 kg
Bust: 87
Waist: 60
Hips: 88



Alina
New York


    [image: VIP escort NYC Amanda, luxury blonde GFE model] 
 Age: 23 y.o.
Height: 175 cm
Weight: 56 kg
Bust: 88
Waist: 60
Hips: 88



Amanda
New York


    [image: Luxury escort NY Nicole, high-class gfe model companion] 
 Age: 22 y.o.
Height: 173 cm
Weight: 50 kg
Bust: 88
Waist: 60
Hips: 90



Nicole
New York


    [image: VIP escort NYC Heidi, elite blonde model companion] 
 Age: 25 y.o.
Height: 172 cm
Weight: 50 kg
Bust: 90
Waist: 62
Hips: 93



Heidi
New York


    [image: VIP escort NYC Emilie] 
 Age: 22 y.o.
Height: 173 cm
Weight: 50 kg
Bust: 88
Waist: 60
Hips: 88



Emilie
New York


    [image: High end NYC companion Linda, fashion model escort] 
 Age: 23 y.o.
Height: 178 cm
Weight: 56 kg
Bust: 87
Waist: 60
Hips: 88



Linda
New York


    [image: Luxury New York escorts lady Nelly, elite travel companion] 
 Age: 23 y.o.
Height: 173 cm
Weight: 50 kg
Bust: 88
Waist: 60
Hips: 88



Nelly
New York


    [image: Luxury New York escorts lady Jennifer, elite travel companion] 
 Age: 24 y.o.
Height: 175 cm
Weight: 58 kg
Bust: 88
Waist: 60
Hips: 87



Jennifer
New York


    [image: New York elite escort Mia, luxury NYC dinner date] 
 Age: 22 y.o.
Height: 175 cm
Weight: 54 kg
Bust: 88
Waist: 60
Hips: 87



Mia
New York


    [image: Luxury NY escorts lady Caroline, elite international model companion] 
 Age: 23 y.o.
Height: 175 cm
Weight: 63 kg
Bust: 90
Waist: 60
Hips: 90



Caroline
New York


    [image: New York elite escorts lady Kira, luxury fashion model companion] 
 Age: 22 y.o.
Height: 178 cm
Weight: 59 kg
Bust: 88
Waist: 60
Hips: 87



Kira
New York


    [image: New York VIP escorts model Paula, luxury NY dinner date companion] 
 Age: 22 y.o.
Height: 176 cm
Weight: 58 kg
Bust: 90
Waist: 60
Hips: 88



Paula
New York


    [image: Luxury NYC escort Vivienne] 
 Age: 24 y.o.
Height: 175 cm
Weight: 58 kg
Bust: 93
Waist: 62
Hips: 90



Vivienne
New York


    [image: NY VIP escorts model Daniela, high end model companion & dinner date] 
 Age: 24 y.o.
Height: 175 cm
Weight: 62 kg
Bust: 90
Waist: 60
Hips: 90



Daniela
New York


    [image: NY VIP escorts model Sandra, elite GFE & dinner companion] 
 Age: 22 y.o.
Height: 173 cm
Weight: 48 kg
Bust: 88
Waist: 60
Hips: 88



Sandra
New York


    [image: Elite NY escort Anette, VIP New York dinner date & model companion] 
 Age: 23 y.o.
Height: 175 cm
Weight: 56 kg
Bust: 88
Waist: 62
Hips: 87



Anette
New York


    [image: High class New York escort Christine, elite GFE companion] 
 Age: 22 y.o.
Height: 175 cm
Weight: 56 kg
Bust: 88
Waist: 60
Hips: 88



Christine
New York


    [image: High end NYC escort Celine] 
 Age: 22 y.o.
Height: 175 cm
Weight: 52 kg
Bust: 88
Waist: 60
Hips: 87



Celine
New York


    [image: VIP brunette escort Victoria, NY elite model companion] 
 Age: 23 y.o.
Height: 175 cm
Weight: 56 kg
Bust: 90
Waist: 60
Hips: 88



Victoria
New York


    [image: NYC elite escort Valentina, luxury models companion] 
 Age: 23 y.o.
Height: 175 cm
Weight: 62 kg
Bust: 90
Waist: 60
Hips: 92



Valentina
New York



  [image: New York]New York Luxury Models & Companions
New York elite escorts, dinner dates and high-end companions


Welcome to Anna Claire, NYC elite escorts and top models companions agency. We put to your disposition our selection of exclusive actresses, top models, VIP Manhattan escorts  & private female companions. All our models are attractive models including different profiles. Our elite escorts models are a dream to discover... inspire sensuality, natural beauty, excellent education, dominate several languages as well as a sense of the etiquette and of the good manners. Adventurous and independent mind, a charming personality. Our exclusive Manhattan escorts models feel comfortable in social situations and business varied circles. We have very sctrict criteria to select the best. 
At Anna Claire New York escort agency the discretion is our speciality in a romantic dates, a trip, a sporadic appointment, a glamorous party or an unforgettable dinner. In our VIP New York and Manhattan escorts gallery you will find escorts available in NYC and round US, with availability to travel, selected both by their beauty and by her intelligence and hot personality, these factors guarantee an unsurpassable private service.  
We know what this one in scope of some few ones for this reason we dedicate our efforts in giving them the only services of higher level.
You still have the choice of discovering a new world of pleasure and class  in company of our elegant top models and celebrity escorts.
VIP GFE NYC escorts 
New York, one of the biggest cities in the world when it comes to pretty much everything. If you happen to be from NY, or if you are visiting Big Apple for the first time, you definitely have to spend a day with one of the New York luxury escort models that the city offers. Since it is a city of class, you can expect pretty much all New York elite escorts to be highly educated, as well as good looking, which definitely makes them anyone's perfect woman. With that said, if you ever wondered how it would feel to spend a night with a perfect woman, then hiring a luxury escort is certainly what you are looking for.
You can easily bring your escort to a Broadway show, in order to increase your reputation in the eyes of other members of the high-class. Having a New York luxury escort model by your side will definitely get you noticed, and you never know when you are going to need that in order to get an opportunity of a lifetime from someone around you. Of course, just because you are hiring a VIP GFE NYC escort lady, that does not mean you have to take part in luxurious events only, as you can go with the escort pretty much anywhere that will help you relax and feel happy. Going out dancing, or doing some hobbies with one of Anna Claire's exclusive high class escort New York ladies is certainly going to be an astonishing experience, and after you are done, you can go back to your luxury hotel and enjoy the best private experience that you will ever have. GFE NYC escorts models are known to be one of the best partners when it comes to bedroom activities, and they can truly make you feel like you have never felt before. Finding a perfect match for yourself is now easier than ever, as you can find a lot of stunning women online that can fulfill all of your needs.
Luxury Manhattan escort service
Anna Claire's luxury Manhattan escort service is aimed at high-level, discerning gentlemen in sensitive positions, where companionship needs to remain discreet and confidential at all times.  Anna Claire's model companions are discreet, well educated and have an exceptional personality. Whether you are looking for sophistication, beauty, elegance, intelligence and style, our Manhattan escorts are the perfect companions for all kinds of occasions: dinner dates, cultural events, international travel, business occasions or a relaxing evening at your hotel or residence.
Our sophisticated models are exquisite young ladies, fully committed to ensuring that the time you spend in their company feels exceptional: not only fitness, beauty, poise and charisma but also confidence, warmth and friendliness, ambition and a good background. Anna Claire's models are the ladies of excellence who have a professional career.
If you are a mature minded gentleman who simply prefer the very best, come and enjoy a romantic date with one of our exclusive Manhattan escort ladies, an exceptionally beautiful model is waiting to meet you for an unforgettable encounter. Our Manhattan based models are also available as private luxury travel companions, and would be pleased to accompany you worldwide.
The Essence of Anna Claire escort agency
At Anna Claire our mission is to provide discerning clients with unforgettable moments. Understanding that each person has unique preferences, desires and expectations, we carefully select a diverse range of escorts for you. Each escort has a unique appeal, background and personality to ensure that clients will find their perfect match in our portfolio.
We carry out a strict selection process, ensuring that only the most exquisite and charming escorts are chosen to represent Anna Claire. Our escorts have a combination of sophistication, conversational skills and the ability to adapt to any social setting. Whether you are looking for a classic beauty, an intelligent conversationalist or someone with a magnetic aura, our escorts embody the qualities that set them apart from the rest.
The hallmark of Anna Claire escort services is our individual approach to creating a tailor-made experience. We take the time to understand each client's desires, preferences and expectations, allowing us to tailor an encounter that perfectly suits their needs. Confidentiality and discretion are of paramount importance to us, enabling our clients to have a safe and secure environment to realize their desires.
Our escorts are skilfully tailored to suit individual needs. Whether accompanying clients to social events, intimate gatherings or stimulating intellectual conversations, our escorts know how to create an unforgettable and fulfilling experience. We encourage open communication and discussion of expectations, preferences and any special requests to ensure a truly personalised experience.
At Anna Claire, we strive to stand out from the crowd by providing a truly exceptional experience. Here are a few key factors that make us different from many other escort services in New York:
	Constantly improving the quality of our service. We strive for perfection in every aspect of our service. From the selection process of our escorts to individual care, we do everything we can to make sure you get an unforgettable experience.
	Genuine connections. We believe in forging genuine bonds between our escorts and our clients. And this goes beyond just the looks of the girls we have on offer. Our escorts are constantly trained to possess the essential qualities which take the interaction far beyond superficial interactions.
	Confidentiality and discretion. We understand the importance of confidentiality in our industry and therefore make it a top priority. We take every step to protect your personal information and ensure that all meetings in New York remain strictly confidential.
	Lots of positive feedback on our service. Our satisfied clients can vouch for the fact that our escort service makes a difference in the field of escort services. After reading the reviews of our clients, you will be convinced of the professionalism, charm and ability of our escort girls to surpass expectations and create unforgettable moments.
	Professional attitude and reliability. We uphold the highest standards of professionalism and reliability. From prompt communication to punctuality, you can trust us to provide a seamless and reliable experience. By booking our female escort services, you can enjoy communication and interaction with the girls without any concerns about safety and reliability.
	A huge variety of choices of female companions. We offer a really wide range of escort services as compared to the many competitors on the market so that every client can find something that suits their taste and preference. Whether you are looking for sophistication, intelligence or glamour, we have the right service for you.
	We know how to create unforgettable moments. Our escort service in New York is able to provide truly unforgettable moments for different types of clients. Our girls have the ability to captivate, entertain and make you feel truly special, thereby allowing you to forget your everyday problems and relax.

Booking an escort service through Anna Claire NYC is a simple and straightforward process. We offer several channels of communication including phone, email and an online booking form to make it easy for you to contact us. When booking, we ask for the necessary information, such as desired date and time, preferred duration as well as any special requirements or preferences. Don't hesitate to tell us about your desires and needs so that we can tailor an escort service that suits you. Our team is committed to ensuring that your booking is professional, efficient and meets your needs.
As a team of true experts we believe that every date should be unforgettable and meet the unique desires of our clients. Our escorts in New York are carefully chosen for their ability to create sincere connections and provide exceptional companionship. Whether you are looking for a captivating conversation over a candlelit dinner, a delightful companion at a social event, or an intimate encounter behind closed doors.
When it comes to these dates, we are acutely aware that chemistry is crucial. Our team takes the time to match you with a female escort who shares your interests, passions and energy. By paying special attention to compatibility, we ensure your time together will be filled with genuine connections and shared experiences. Our escorts expertly create a comfortable and engaging atmosphere, allowing you to relax and truly enjoy your companionship.
Our escorts and sophistication go hand in hand to ensure you have the perfect companion for every occasion. Our escorts epitomize elegance and class. and that is the reason why our service in New York is so highly regarded by numerous clients. Whether attending high-profile events, corporate meetings or private parties, our escorts exude grace, charm and a sophisticated sense of style.
What makes our escorts stand out from the crowd is that they possess not only physical beauty but also intellectual prowess. They are well-educated, well-read and interesting conversationalists. From art and culture to the latest news, our escorts can lead fascinating discussions on a wide range of topics, ensuring that you are intellectually stimulated throughout your time together.
When it comes to our clients' privacy, we are well aware that confidentiality and discretion must always be of the highest priority. Anna Claire NYC Escorts treats your privacy with the utmost respect. Our experts work hard to ensure the security and protection of your personal information. We value the trust of our clients and take every measure to protect their privacy. You can be assured that your communication with our escorts will be strictly confidential, allowing you peace of mind to realise your desires. Your security begins the moment you visit our website. We have taken all necessary measures to safeguard your personal and financial data. This includes the use of advanced firewalls as well as the latest version of SSL data encryption. By using our online service, you can feel confident that you are in a totally secure environment.
Booking an escort service through the Anna Claire website is just the beginning of your extraordinary adventure in the world of escorts. From the moment you make your first request until the time your appointment is over, our team will provide exceptional quality service and guarantee that you will be completely satisfied. We are proud to say that our escorts are not only beautiful and intelligent but also compassionate and attentive. They genuinely care about creating a positive and unforgettable experience for you. They will do everything in their power to make you feel comfortable, satisfied and appreciated.
In addition, we are constantly striving to improve our services and expand our offerings to meet the changing needs of our clients. We keep abreast of the latest trends and preferences in the industry so that our portfolio remains diverse and interesting. Always considering feedback from our clients, we regularly introduce new escorts to ultimately maintain our position as the leading escort service in New York.
If you wish to embark on an unforgettable journey with New York's finest female escorts, contact Anna Claire today to begin the process of choosing your perfect companion. Our friendly and knowledgeable team is ready to help you make the perfect choice according to your preferences and desires. We invite you to explore our website where you will find detailed profiles and stunning photos of our escorts. Take a moment to browse our gallery and imagine the wonderful experience that awaits you.
At Anna Claire, we strive to provide an exceptional level of service, ensuring that your encounters will be filled with excitement, passion and genuine connection. Trust us to provide an experience that will exceed your expectations and create memories that will last a lifetime. Book your Anna Claire adventure now and let us introduce you to a world of enchanting companionship in the heart of New York City.
 

 


FAQ
  What is Anna Claire's escort service?
Anna Claire is a high end introduction agency providing top-notch companionship services worldwide. Our agency offers a refined selection of model companions who are committed to creating unforgettable experiences for discerning clients seeking companionship and entertainment.
  Are Anna Claire’s models verified?
Yes, we prioritise the safety and satisfaction of our clients. Each model undergoes a verification process to ensure they meet our strict standards. We conduct comprehensive background checks, assess their physical appearance and personality. This thorough screening guarantees that our clients can have confidence in the authenticity and reliability of our companions.
  How do I book a date?
To initiate the reservation, you can explore our online gallery featuring detailed profiles and photographs of our models. Once you have made your selection, you can contact our dedicated booking team via WhatsApp or email. They will guide you through the process, answer any queries you may have, and assist in arranging a memorable encounter tailored to your preferences.
  Is discretion guaranteed?
Yes, as we understand the importance of discretion and maintaining strict confidentiality. We prioritise the privacy of our clients and escorts, ensuring that all personal information and interactions are treated with the utmost confidentiality. You can rest assured that your experience with Anna Claire will remain confidential and discreet at all times.
  Do the escorts offer incall services?
No, they don’t. To ensure you have the most privacy, discretion, comfort and class, our escorts are available for outcall only. Whether you prefer to meet at your upscale hotel, private residence or another agreed-upon location, our escorts are flexible and adaptable to your needs. They will ensure a seamless and memorable encounter in an environment that suits your comfort and convenience.
  What is the date duration?
The duration of your date can vary based on your preferences and the package you select. Anna Claire offers various packages to suit different schedules and desires, including hourly engagements, extended dates, and unforgettable overnight experiences. When making a reservation, our booking team can provide you with detailed information on the duration options available to you. We don’t offer one-hour bookings or two-hours dates outside of the lady’s hometown.
  How much notice do you require to organise a meeting?
A minimum of 24 hours is needed, but it is better for you to contact us well in advance. We book the majority of our dates with one to five weeks’ notice. We do not organise same day dates or last-minute reservations.
  Are the photos on the website genuine?
All the photos featured on our website are genuine and recent representations of our escorts. We take great care to ensure that the images accurately portray the physical appearance, style and beauty of our companions. We believe in transparency and strive to provide a honest and accurate luxury companionship service.
  Is it possible to provide feedback on my experience?
At Anna Claire, we value feedbacks of our clients as they help us maintain our high standards and ensure exceptional experiences for you. We encourage you to share your feedback with us after your encounter with one of our companions. As for the so-called punter forums reviews, we strictly discourage them. Our gentlemen are not the type to trawl forums and indulge in gossip, so you’re unlikely to find too many ‘reviews’ floating around the internet.
  Is it possible to use your service without introducing myself?
No, it is not. We have valid safety reasons as to why we do not arrange meetings for anonymous individuals.
  Can I contact a model directly?
Please understand that our models have chosen to be represented by an agency and for that reason, we make all the arrangements. It’s not possible to call or video call with a model before a date.
  Do you organise bachelor parties?
Unfortunately, we do not arrange striptease acts, bachelor parties or birthday presents for friends. Our models are strictly available for pleasant but also serious mainstream events and dinner dates.
  We are a couple; can we book a model?
Yes, several models are available to meet with couples. Contact us for more information.





 New York Travel Companions
 



    [image: Milan elite escort Alberta, luxury Italian blonde companion] 

Monica
Milan


    [image: VIP escort Miami lady Donna, luxury dinner & travel companion] 

Donna
Miami


    [image: Paris VIP escort Natalie, Anna Claire luxury escort agency] 

Natalie
Paris


    [image: Barcelona elite escort model Soraya, high-end GFE companion] 

Soraya
Barcelona


    [image: Athens GFE escort Sabrina, luxury brunette companion] 

Sabrina
Athens


    [image: VIP escort NYC Amanda, luxury blonde GFE model] 

Amanda
New York


    [image: VIP escort Dublin Charlie, luxury blonde GFE lady] 

Charlie
Dublin


    [image: Elite Copenhagen escorts model Sonya, high-class dinner date & GFE companion] 

Sonya
Copenhagen


    [image: High class Geneva escorts Diana] 

Diana
Geneva


    [image: High-end Barcelona escort model Micaela, elite travel escort and luxury dinner date companion] 

Micaela
Barcelona


    [image: VIP escort NYC Heidi, elite blonde model companion] 

Heidi
New York


    [image: Geneva VIP escorts lady Alex, elite Swiss model companion] 

Alex
Geneva
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New York hotels
[image: The Plaza Hotel]
The Plaza Hotel
Step into a world of opulence at The Plaza Hotel. Enjoy the impeccable service and lavish accommodations while taking advantage of the discreet companionship offered by Anna Claire escorts. Enhance your stay with sophistication and create unforgettable memories in the heart of NYC.




[image: The Standard High Line]
The Standard High Line
Experience the vibrant atmosphere of The Standard High Line. This trendy hotel in the Meatpacking District offers modern accommodations and stunning views and can become something of a stylish getaway with Anna Clare's escort services. Combine your stay with the companionship of Anna Claire escorts, adding a touch of glamour and excitement to your New York City adventure.




[image: The St. Regis New York]
The St. Regis New York
The St. Regis New York is synonymous with elegance and sophistication. Immerse yourself in luxury with their impeccable service and luxurious amenities. Enhance your stay with the delightful companionship of Anna Claire escorts, who will perfectly complement your experience and ensure a memorable visit.




[image: The Edition Times Square]
The Edition Times Square
Located in the heart of Times Square, The Edition offers a modern and chic retreat. Immerse yourself in the excitement of NYC while enjoying the company of Anna Claire escorts, who will add an extra level of glamour and companionship to your stay.




[image: The Lowell]
The Lowell
The Lowell, a discreet boutique hotel on the Upper East Side, offers a haven of privacy and luxury. Experience personalized service and exquisite accommodations. Complete your stay with the delightful companionship of Anna Claire escorts, ensuring an indulgent and unforgettable experience.




[image: The William Vale]
The William Vale
Experience the vibrant ambiance of The William Vale in Brooklyn's trendy Williamsburg neighbourhood. Enjoy stunning views of the Manhattan skyline and add a touch of enchantment with the presence of Anna Claire escorts, who will make your stay in NYC truly exceptional.




[image: The Carlyle]
The Carlyle
The Carlyle, located on the Upper East Side, is a legendary hotel known for its timeless elegance. Immerse yourself in the classic New York experience while enjoying the companionship of Anna Claire escorts, who will add an extra level of charm and sophistication to your visit.




[image: The Ritz-Carlton New York, Central Park]
The Ritz-Carlton New York, Central Park
The Ritz-Carlton New York, Central Park offers unrivalled luxury with its prime location overlooking the iconic park. Immerse yourself in the beauty of Central Park and complement your stay with the enchanting companionship of Anna Claire escorts, creating a truly memorable NYC experience.




[image: The Peninsula New York]
The Peninsula New York
Step into a world of timeless elegance at The Peninsula New York. Immerse yourself in luxury and impeccable service. Enhance your stay with the delightful companionship of Anna Claire escorts, who will ensure your experience is filled with sophistication, pleasure, and genuine connections.




[image: The Beekman, a Thompson Hotel]
The Beekman, a Thompson Hotel
Experience the beautifully restored historic charm of The Beekman, a Thompson Hotel, located in Lower Manhattan. Immerse yourself in the rich history of the city while revelling in the delightful company of Anna Claire escorts, who will make your stay truly memorable and enchanting.
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Luxury escorts and models introduction agency. Elite travel companions, high end escorts and dinner dates.
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